
Need a Social Renaissance 
 
Dear Editor,    
 
My friends advise me to stop reading the morning newspaper because I get really 
depressed sometimes. For some, human life has absolutely no value at all but for some 
even a small tragic news on the inner pages of newspaper leaves a deep scar within. At 
times the depressive feeling lingers on for whole day and you keep thinking about the 
sorry news and then in the morning we get, yet another dose of fresh news of violence at 
home and around the world. 
 
Recently I came across a couple of news that appeared quite insignificant because of the 
small print etc. but they were quite disturbing. Refer Dawn, August 21 and 26 
respectively. The first news which I noticed was about a woman who kills herself by 
drowning along with her little children. The reason cited was nothing but scolding in-
laws and husband……How can a woman, one day decides to finish her life and also kill 
her little children for such a reason...well maybe…it must have taken years of mental 
torture to jump into the river or was she a just mental patient herself? Maybe it is much 
more complicated than that but one thing is certain that the record of our male 
chauvinistic society is very poor. It is not going through the desired change with the 
contemporary times and we still don’t have enough regard our female companions… 
 
The second story was about a father who shoots his teenage daughter dead only on 
suspicion that she waived to someone from the rooftop. What is happening to us as 
human beings? Can some social scientist explain this phenomenon? Is it a recent 
happening or an old custom to murder your own children? Was it just a temperamental 
issue or the modern stresses and strains of the urban life that drives a person insane? But 
then this incidence happened in the outskirts of Peshawar. I kept on wondering if it was 
the traditional GHAIRAT (which is perhaps slightly different from so called honor and 
related killings) that prompted this man to kill his very own daughter on such a trivial 
thing. How sad and disturbing. Are we really so sick? I think we should all hang our 
heads in shame with such bestiality in our society. 
  
I think that today our regular newspaper is 60% depressing news, 35% advertisement, 4% 
non issues and perhaps 1% important information and encouraging news. Yet we cannot 
think of starting our day without it. The morning newspaper delivers a part of our share 
of stresses at our door steps. I think the time has come to persuade our worthy editors to 
change the format of the paper, maybe put the news on the last page or maybe better still 
should we not avoid printing such news. Collect them and present it to our intellectuals 
and social scientists on a regular basis so that they can come up with a new strategy to 
pacify the animal within and eradicate the aggressiveness….Lets persuade our writers 
and media people to shun the poor standard soaps on the electronic media that portray 
and endorse the tribal/feudal mind set but to change it for good… 
 
Danish Azar Zuby 
 


